
Behavior System  
Learning to be a good classroom citizen is extremely important in first grade! I want your child 

to leave my classroom as a mature, responsible and kind second grader. This year our school will 

be Classroom Dojo (an online APP) to monitor behavior at GES school wide. If you aren’t familiar 

with dojo, you are going to love it! Check out more about Dojo below.  

Dojo AT GES- Dojo is a FREE APP that can be downloaded onto any Smartphone, 

device or PC. I will be sending you an invitation to join our class the first week of 

school in BLUE folders. Your child has a unique code to join our class. From the 

APP you can see your child’s dojo monster character. Each week your child will 

start with 0 dojo points. They will earn points throughout the week for positive 

behavior. They may also loose dojo points for misbehaving. In your child’s chart- 

you will have access to every point your child has gained or lost and you will be 

able to see their daily, weekly or monthly percentage in a pie chart form. In the 

example below, Cameron has earned 2 points for participating in class, but has lost 

a point for talking out of turn, so her chart is currently on 67%. In order to get 

back up to 100% Cameron needs to earn some dojo’s! Our school will be having dojo 

percentage behavior parties and events this year, so it’s important for your child 

to exhibit positive behavior in the classroom in order to attend the events. Dojo 

also contains a free messenger APP 

similar to Facebook messenger. We can 

chat back and forth instantly 

throughout the day without ever 

exchanging phone numbers! 

 

Classroom Rules + Core Values 

1. Follow Directions Quickly 

2. Raise Hand for Permission to Speak or to 

Leave Your Seat  

3. Make Smart Choices  

4. Keep Your Dear Teacher Happy   

We Will-work hard, listen to each other, say thank 

you, respect ourselves, tell the truth, encourage 

each other, take turns, ask for help, not give up, be 

kind, forgive, and most importantly say sorry! 
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